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FOR TRIAL ONLY

Multiplicative Reasoning: Lesson 10 STARTER homework

Collecting drips

Ask students to try this task for homework.

Commentary

Here we revisit the double number line (DNL) and the ratio table. 

How readily do students make sense of 

 the DNL representation of the situation, and can they use it to estimate solutions?

 the ratio table representation of the situation, and can they use a calculator method to find a solution?
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Homework: Collec� ng Drips      Name .......................             Date ..................
   

Water is dripping steadily from the ceiling of a cave.Meg catches the drips in a measuring cylinder.After 4 minutes she has collected 15 ml of water.

1.  Meg draws this double number line:

 Show, by adding more numbers and marks to the double number line how you could estimate a.  roughly how much water   collects in 11 mimutes  ...........................
 b.  roughly how long it takes   to collect 100 ml of water. ...........................

2.  Meg draws this ratio table:

 a. What is Meg 
  trying to fi nd? ....................................................................................................................................... b. Explain how Meg could use a calculator to fi nd the answer. 

  .....................................................................................................................................................................

  .....................................................................................................................................................................
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Note: These materials are the subject of ongoing research and are made available on request to teachers 
as draft trial materials only.  Please send feedback to Jeremy.Hodgen@kcl.ac.uk or Dietmar.Kuchemann@kcl.ac.uk
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Water is dripping steadily from the ceiling of a cave.
Meg catches the drips in a measuring cylinder.
After 4 minutes she has collected 15 ml of water.

1.  Meg draws this double number line:

 Show, by adding more numbers and marks to the double number line how you could estimate

 a.  roughly how much water 
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 b. Explain how Meg could use a calculator to find the answer. 
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